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The extraordinary marriage of a classic British AC Ace sportscar to a large capacity
American V8 engine was the idea of America's larger than life Carroll Shelby. Called
the Cobra, the resulting car had shattering performance allied to timeless beauty and
has become a motoring icon. Originals have become hugely valuable, replica abound
and, today, the Cobra is once more in production. Out of print for 10 years, here is the
original and best Cobra history in fully updated and beautifully produced form. A lasting
tribute to one of the world's greatest cars.
A complete practical guide on how to get more power with reliability from Harley's
Evolution V-twin engine without wasting money on modifications that don't work and
over-specced parts. Includes cylinder head planing and porting; valves, valve springs
and valve seats; carburetors, camshafts and followers; crankshaft; connecting rods;
pistons; engine balancing; flywheel; main bearings - and much, much more.
How to choose the right camshaft or camshafts for your individual application. Takes
the mystery out of camshaft timing and tells you how to find optimum timing for
maximum power.
This book contains a year-by-year account of Lino Tonti's development and evolution of
the V7 Sport into the stylistic 850 Le Mans.
Weber Carburetors Manual DGAV Dual-Downdraft Easy-To-Follow Instructions
Explains The Basics Of Carburetion Design Explains The Theory Of Operation Includes
Photographs Repair Techniques On IMPE Single Throat Replacement Applications And
Troubleshooting How To Select; Install and Tune For Performance
How To Build & Power Tune Weber & Dellorto DCOE, DCO/SP & DHLA Carburettors
offers all you could want to know about the most famous and popular high performance
sidedraught carbs. The book covers strip and rebuild, tuning, choke sizes and much
more. The enlarged third edition of Veloce's best-selling SpeedPro title. Up to date
information on Dellorto carburettors All you could want to know about the world's most
famous and popular high-performance sidedraught carburetors. Application formula
gives the right set-up for YOUR car. Covers all Weber DCOE, DCO/SP & Dellorto
DHLA carburetors. Strip & rebuild, tuning, jetting and choke sizes.
Given the small cost of this book, you would be foolish to spend thousands on an
example of Citroën's classic and iconic 2CV without taking it's expert advice ...
A SPEEDPRO manual providing information and advice about Weber DCOE and
Dellorto DHLA high-performance sidedraught carburettors, covering stripping and
rebuilding, tuning, jetting, choke sizes, and application formula.
The MG Midget and Austin Healey Sprite High Performance ManualVeloce Publishing
Ltd
Available again after a long absence! Always big on character and charm, Fiat’s little
cars played an important international roll in providing affordable and practical private
transport for millions who had previously thought their dream impossible. With particular
emphasis on the now classic 600 and Nuova 500 cars, this book tells the full story of
these ‘baby’ Fiats. Built, and exported to, many countries outside of the marque’s
native Italy, over 6.5 million Topolinos, 600s and Nuova 500s were sold, and an
amazing number survive to this today. Also covered are the wonderful models built on
these cars’ tiny chassis by Italy’s leading coachbuilders, and the motorsport success
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achieved by the Abarth versions of the little cars that everybody loves.
This book is the distillation of many years experience of working with Weber
carburetors. These celebrated carburetors have been fitted to some of the most exciting
and memorable cars and have been more widely used by tuners and modifiers, both for
road and competition machinery, than any alternative. The mysteries of why and how
they work so well and the practicalities of getting the best from them in any application
are explained at length. Setting the carburetor to suit a particular engine, fault-finding
on an existing installation, and the maintenance and repair of older carburetors are all
topics which receive detailed attention. Anyone maintaining or restoring a classic
Weber-equipped car, or contemplating a Weber-based conversion, or simply interested
in the science of engine performance and tuning, will learn something from these
pages.
Expert practical advice from an experienced race engine builder on how to build an
ignition system that delivers maximum power reliably.
Explains how a carburetor works, looks at past and present designs, and offers
practical advice on installing or working on a carburetor
For many, a motorcycle bought at the beginning of the 1950s was a first taste of the
freedom offered by personal transport. Although postwar austerity was fading, money
was still tight and new machines virtually unobtainable, but there were plenty of cheap
prewar machines around and an ex-War Department motorcycle could be bought from
one of the big city dealers on the never-never; better still it would be sent to your local
railway station. Ex-army dispatch riders’ coats and boots would serve to keep the
weather at bay as the new motorcyclists explored and enjoyed the quiet roads in a premotorway era. The decade would become a Golden Era of motorcycling as
manufacturers brought new and excitingly advanced machines to an appreciative
audience which had never even heard of a Japanese motorcycle. Motorcycle sport
mushroomed in popularity at a time when you actually had to go to the race to see it
and helped to reinforce the public’s ever-growing enthusiasm for the motorcycle. the
era would also see the arrival of the moped, scooter and bubblecar. For those that were
there, Jeff Clew’s insight to motorcycling of the ‘50s will provide a delightful nostalgic
journey into the past, while those younger riders who cherish 1950s motorcycles today
will discover a whole new dimension to their enjoyment of the machines.
Full and complete revision to the original How to Hotrod Covair Engines by Bill Fisher.
Everything the engine builder needs to know to rebuild the Corvair for a variety of
applications from street to full race. Covers all Corvair Engines from 1960-69.
Porsche 911 R, RS, RSR By John Starkey. Subtitled: Production & Racing History,
Individual Chassis Record RSR 2.8/3.0 & RS 3.0. This painstakingly researched history
of æSuper PorschesÆ tells how the R, RS and RSR models were developed fromthe
911. Offers an international racing and rallying record, and individual chassis histories
of 2. 8-litre and 3.0-litre cars. Contains the comments of key figures in the history of
these models, including engineers, racing drivers, team owners, and race car builders.
Includes a reproduced sales catalog. Rev. ed. Hdbd., 8 1/4"x 9 3/4", 192 pgs., 160 b&w
ill., 16 color.
Here is a fact and picture-packed book dedicated solely to the Giulia GT in all its forms
including the fabulous lightweight GTA racer. Packed with illustrations, the book tells the story
of the Giulia from Giugiaro's drawing board to the roads and racetracks of the world. Also
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included is practical advice from leading experts on buying, restoring and caring for Alfa's
classic Coupe.About The Author: John Tipler is a professional motoring journalist who has
contributed to a number of leading magazines and has several automotive books in print. John
has been Press Officer for John Player Motorsport and also worked in the Press Office at the
famous British motor racing circuit Brands Hatch.
Head gasket repairs, valve adjustments, camshaft timing, carb and SPICA fuel injection tuning,
and driveshaft donut replacement are all explained. Experienced, hands-on guidance thatll
keep you in the drivers seat.
During the muscle car wars of the 1960s, Holley carburetors emerged as the carbs to have
because of their easy-to-tune design, abundance of parts, and wide range of sizes. The
legendary Double Pumper, the universal 600-cfm 1850 models, the Dominator, and now the
Avenger have stood the test of time and are the leading carburetors in the high-performance
engine market. To many enthusiasts, the operation, components, and rebuilding procedures
remain a mystery. Yet, many carburetors need to be rebuilt and properly set up for a particular
engine package. Veteran engine building expert and automotive author Mike Mavrigian guides
you through each important stage of the rebuilding process, so you have the best operating
carburetor for a particular engine and application. In addition, he explains carb identification as
well as idle, mid-range and high-speed circuit operation, specialty tools, and available parts.
You often need to replace gaskets, worn parts, and jets for the prevailing weather/altitude
conditions or a different engine setup. Mavrigian details how to select parts then disassemble,
assemble, and calibrate all of the major Holley carburetors. In an easy-to-follow step-by-step
format, he shows you each critical stage for cleaning sensitive components and installing parts,
including idle screws, idle air jets, primary/secondary main jets, accelerator pumps, emulsion
tubes, and float bowls. He also includes the techniques for getting all of the details right so you
have a smooth-running engine. Holley carburetor owners need a rebuilding guide for
understanding, disassembling, selecting parts, and reassembling their carbs, so the carb then
delivers exceptional acceleration, quick response, and superior fuel economy. With Holley
Carburetors: How to Rebuild you can get the carb set up and performing at its best. And, if
desired, you can move to advanced levels of tuning and modifying these carbs. If you're
looking for the one complete book that helps you quickly and expertly rebuild your Holley and
get back on the road, this book is a vital addition to your performance library.
In How to Super Tune and Modify Holley Carburetors, best selling author Vizard explains the
science, the function, and most importantly, the tuning expertise required to get your Holley
carburetor to perform its best for your performance application.
Available again! The definitive history of the dignified Rover P4 from 1949 until 1964, which
includes Marauder and jet-powered, experimental cars. Affectionately known as the ‘auntie’
Rovers, these models have become much-loved classics and represent the epitome of
Britishness.
Millions of cars were equipped with SU carburetors. This book is for those people who wish to
tune SU carburetors themselves, irrespective of how many carburetors there are on the engine
or what type of engine it is you are dealing with.
Build a powerful and reliable engine the first time - without wasting money on incompatible
components or modifications that don't work. Burgess covers the BMC/British Leyland B-series
engine (except the early 3-bearing crankshaft unit) as fitted to the MGB and MGB GT. Provides
advice on MGB/MGB GT suspension, brakes and dyno tuning.
Interested in building your own dune buggy but don't know where to start? This comprehensive
guide to dune buggy assembly and customizing makes the process seem like a day at the
beach. With each step illustrated in exacting detail, this all-new buggy book simplifies the entire
project and provides complete instructions: -- Selecting the correct frame, body, suspension,
and engine for the intended use -- Mounting the body, wiring the chassis, and installing lights
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and gauges -- Painting the body -- Obtaining a license for street use Much of the information
provided is also applicable to building a street rod or assembling a kit car. And at this price,
there's nothing else like this book available anywhere.

This book was chosen by the Mantuan committee to be the official publication to
celebrate Tazio Nuvolari’s centenary and carries a foreword by the Mayor of
Mantua, Sergio Genovesi. Translation and editing are by noted vintage Alfa
Romeo authority, Angela Cherrett. Trazio Nuvolari hardly needs an introduction;
his exploits and racing prowess have become legend throughout the world. In his
homeland of Italy, his name is a national icon: his fame reflected in everything
from songs to the use of his name to symbolise every kind of daring and
recklessness at the wheel. We’ve all heard the wonderful, exciting stories about
the Flying Mantuan’s exploits at the wheel and now, over forty years since his
death, no doubt many believe these tales to be fantasies – ordinary events
embellished and exaggerated by the passage of time, constant retelling and hero
worship. This book re-examines the legend and, in separating fact from fiction,
reveals that Tazio’s best known feats are based on fact and have not been
exaggerated at all! Indeed, this book will make the Italian racing red flame of the
Nuvolari legend burn even brighter. Amazingly, author Valerio Moretti’s research
has been so deep that he has been able to find and include in this book
contemporary race reports of almost every race – no matter how small – in which
Tazio took part from his first motorcycle race in June 1920 to his last race, driving
a Cisitalia Abarth, in April 1950. The Tazio Nuvolari legend grew gradually
through over three hundred races from almost grudging acknowledgement of a
newcomer’s bravery, through awe of his apparent recklessness to the peak of
his popularity when he was regarded as superhuman. Included in the book is a
summary of every machine – two and four-wheeled – raced by Tazio. p.p1
{margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 11.0px Arial} p.p2 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px
0.0px 0.0px; font: 11.0px Arial; min-height: 12.0px}
Expert practical advice from an experienced race engine builder on how to build
a high-performance version of Ford's naturally aspirated 4-cylinder 1600, 1800 &
2000cc Pinto engine which has been used in Ford's most popular cars (Escort,
Capri, Cortina & Sierra - Ford/Mercury Capri, Pinto, Bobcat in USA) over many
years. Whether the reader wants a fast road car or to go racing, Des explains,
without using technical jargon, just how to build a reliable high-power engine
using as many stock parts as possible and without wasting money on parts and
modifications that don't work.Also covers Cosworth versions of Pinto engines and
fitting Cosworth heads to Pinto blocks. Does not cover 1300, E-Max 1600 or
American-built 2300.
There has never been a book covering the ins and outs of the emerging
Edelbrock line of carburetors. But this book covers rebuilding, turning and
modifying Carter and Edelbrock carburetors. Outlines carburetor types, takes a
thorough look at carb selection and carb function, and offers detailed information
on modifications, tuning, and rebuilding Carter/Edelbrock carburetors.
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Compiled and updated from the two Floyd Clymer books, 'Handbook of Imported
Carburetors & Fuel Injection' and 'BMC Mini Cars Handbook', this publication is
specific to the H, HS and HD series of SU carburetors, specifically the H1, H2,
HS2, H4, HS4, H6, HS6, HD6 & HD8 types.
From MGA to MGF, here’s the illustrated story of how the classic MGs were
built. Most of the pictures were taken at MG’s famous Abingdon factory, and
show just how skilled and dedicated workers put MGs together before the advent
of robot car production. More recent pictures include the MG RV8 and MGF.
Concise text describes production processes and model evolution. Coverage
includes factory road testing and production figures. Featured MGs include MGA,
Magnette, Midget, MGB, MGC, MGB GT V8, MGF.
This is a complete practical guide to choosing and specifying Holley carburetors
for any suitable engine and for road or track performance. Uniquely, allows the
identification of complete secondhand carburetors and individual components,
including all metering blocks. Easy to follow tuning instructions to ensure your
Holley carburetor delivers maximum performance. Comprehensive guide to
secondhand carburetor identification. Comprehensive guide to individual
component identification. Unique guide to categorizing specification of metering
blocks. Unique and easy to follow tuning sequence for four barrel carburetors.
Easy to follow tuning sequence for two barrel carburetors.
This series of comprehensive manuals gives the home mechanic an in-depth
look at specific areas of auto repair.
Packed with information on stripping and rebuilding, tuning, jetting, and choke
sizes. Application formulae help you calculate exactly the right setup for your car.
Covers all Weber DCOE & Dellorto DHLA & DCO/SP carburettors.
How to blueprint any 4-cylinder, 4-stroke engine's short block for maximum performance and
reliability. Covers choosing components, crank and rod bearings, pistons, camshafts and much
more.
- New! Revised and updated edition - complete with extra illustrations - of this best-selling
SpeedPro title.- The complete practical guide to successfully modifying cylinder heads for
maximum power, economy and reliability.- Understandable language and
Covers all aspects of modifying the MG Midget and Austin Healey Sprite for high performance.
Includes engine/driveline, suspension, brakes, and much more. with 400 mainly colour photos
and exclusive tuning advice, this is a MUST for any Sprite or Midget owner.
The story of Alfa Romeo’s legendary, four-times Le Mans winning, Modello 8C 2300 of 1931
to 1934 told in definitive detail by expert Angela Cherrett.
Increase the power output of your A-Series! This fact-filled guide covers all aspects of engine
tuning in detail, including filters, carburation, intake manifolds, cylinder heads, exhaust
systems, camshafts, valve trains, blocks, cranks, con rods and pistons, plus lubrication
systems and oils, ignition systems, and nitrous oxide injection. Applicable to all A-Series
engines, small and big bore types, from 803 to 1275cc.
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